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PRESS RELEASE   PRESS RELEASE   PRESS RELEASE   PRESS RELEASE 

 

TAX CREDITS: DO THEY ADD UP? 

BUDGET POSTSCRIPT 
 

The vast majority of the evidence collated in our pre-Budget pamphlet, Tax Credits – Do 

they add up?, was confirmed by the 2002 Budget Red Book: welfare spending will continue 

to rise more quickly than spending on health care; means-testing will rise further up the 

income scale; the complexity of the new system will affect take-up and reduce the impact on 

poverty; marginal rates will be increased for hundreds of thousands of families; and, the 

burdens on employers will continue to grow. 

 

Since the pamphlet was published, we have also obtained further evidence about the efficacy 

of the existing tax credits. Labour’s manifesto claimed as a statement of historical fact that 

over a million children were lifted out of poverty during the last Parliament. Now that we 

have official figures for the period, we can see that even on the Government’s own preferred 

measure only half a million children were lifted above the poverty line. 

 

So why did the Chancellor get it so wrong? The Treasury’s calculations were based on the 

assumption that all families receive the benefits to which they are entitled. This is a serious 

misconception. As we showed in the pamphlet, fewer than half of all eligible couples 

receive the WFTC. And new information on the 2001/02 tax year suggests that around a 

million families are missing out on the Children’s Tax Credit – despite a £7 million 

advertising campaign aimed specifically at getting people to take it up. 

 

The Red Book puts the full cost of the two new tax credits at £2.5 billion in 2003-4. This is 

comparable with the figures in chapter 3 of the pamphlet and the House of Commons 

Library has confirmed that, despite the extra health spending announced in the Budget, 

spending on benefits and tax credits is still set to grow more quickly than spending on health 

care. 

 

The Red Book also provides the first official figures on the impact of the new measures on 

marginal rates of tax and benefit withdrawal. These do not show the full impact of the new 

measures: they relate only to people facing a marginal rate of 60 per cent or above; they 

cover households, rather than individuals; and, they only include working families. After the 

Budget, we tabled a parliamentary question asking the Treasury to extend their table so that 

it included all working families with a marginal deduction rate of 40 per cent or more. The 

answer shows that the number of families in this position will more than double between 

1998 and the introduction of the new tax credits.  
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Number of working households facing high marginal tax and benefit withdrawal rates 

Marginal rate Before 1998 

Budget 

After introduction of 

the new tax credits 

100% or more 5,000 0 

90% or more 130,000 45,000 

80% or more 300,000 200,000 

70% or more 740,000 260,000 

60% or more 760,000 1,450,000 

50% or more 760,000 1,600,000 

40% or more 800,000 1,775,000 

(Dawn Primarolo to David Willetts, 1 May 2002, cc.881W-882W) 

 

The transition from the current system to the new tax credits is likely to be painful. Right up 

until the Budget, ministers repeatedly implied that the credits would be introduced overnight 

in April 2003. Yet information buried away in the second annex of a recent Inland Revenue 

document shows that the credits will in fact be introduced in three separate stages. 

 

First, in April 2003, Working Families Tax Credit and Disabled Person’s Tax Credit 

claimants will move over to the new system, along with people whose incomes are too high 

for these existing credits, but who will be entitled to the new ones. Then in October 2003, 

Minimum Income Guarantee claimants with dependent children will become eligible. 

Finally, in April 2004, families on Income Support and income-based Jobseeker’s 

Allowance will migrate to the new system. 

 

The Government claims that these delays are essential to ensure ‘continuity of payment’ for 

families that are already on means-tested benefits. This excuse only makes sense if ministers 

believe there will be administrative problems for families that are moved to the new system 

on the original start date. 

 

To ensure that poorer families are not disadvantaged by the delayed start, existing benefits 

paid on behalf of children will be increased in April 2003 so that they match the Child Tax 

Credit payments. When these families do finally move over to the new system in 2004, they 

will be no better off. 

 

It is not surprising that ministers think the new system is likely to disrupt ‘continuity of 

payment’, but the changeover plans themselves will cause havoc. The existing benefits 

system has been criticised for its complexity, but both the current system and the new tax 

credits will be running side by side for the whole of 2003/04. And people who are allowed 

to claim in April 2003 will have their entitlement assessed against their income during 

2001/02, rather than 2002/3 – many families could find they have to refund overpaid tax 

credits as a result. 

 

We will continue to scrutinise the new tax credits in the years ahead and, in particular, we 

will watch how families cope with the household income test, the end-of-year assessment 

and the hike in marginal rates. 

 

 

DAVID WILLETTS MP 

NICHOLAS HILLMAN 13 May 2002 


